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ABSTRACT 
 

Decreasing the number of accidents at highway-railway grade crossings (HRGCs) is an 
important goal in the transportation field. The preemption of traffic signal operations at HRGCs 
is widely used to prevent accidents by clearing vehicles off the tracks before a train arrives. 
However, by interrupting normal traffic operations, preemption operations can contribute to 
congestion in highway traffic networks. This report presents a genetic algorithm (GA)-based 
stochastic optimization approach for preempted signals that is designed to minimize highway 
delays while improving safety. The first step of proposed method determines the preemption 
phase sequences that prevent the queue from backing on to the HRGC. The second step is to 
implement a GA-based algorithm to find the optimized signal phase lengths for reducing 
highway traffic delay. The GA-based Stochastic Optimization of Preempted Signals (GASOPS) 
model optimizes signal timing plans for both normal and preemption operations simultaneously, 
while current signal optimization models can optimize for only normal operations. Results show 
that the proposed approach is more efficient in signal optimization than traditional methods. This 
optimization approach reduces the delay by a maximum of 17% compared to optimal timing 
plans found using state-of-the-art methods. This model also improves safety because all queue 
lengths in GASOPS scenarios are 0, even when demand is doubled. This approach will be useful 
for designing and improving the preemption operations for signalized intersections near HRGCs. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Crashes occurring at highway-railway grade crossings (HRGCs) have more potential for severe 
and serious consequences compared to crashes occurring among vehicles on highway crossings. 
During the past 10 years in the U.S., 9,898 people were injured and 3,056 people died in crashes 
at HRGCs [1]. As shown in Figure 1, the HRGC fatality rate during the past decade was one 
person for every 8.27 crashes. In 2012, 1,962 crashes occurring at HRGCs resulted in 233 
fatalities and 932 injuries. Crashes, along with a lesser number of trespassing incidents, 
accounted for 95.16% of fatalities at HRGCs in 2012. Reducing the number of crashes at 
HRGCs is an important goal in the transportation field. Grade separation or relocating highways 
and railroads would eliminate hazardous HRGCs, but these intensive construction options entail 
high operational costs and user inconvenience. Preempting traffic signals is an economic 
alternative that does not involve construction and is widely used to prevent accidents at HRGCs 
by clearing vehicles from the tracks before a train arrives. However, by interrupting normal 
traffic operations, preemption can increase congestion in traffic networks. This report presents a 
traffic signal optimization approach designed to minimize the highway traffic delay while 
simultaneously improving safety under preemption conditions, as will be described in the 
following sections.  
 

 
Figure 1: Numbers of deaths and injuries at HRGCs 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Manuals and Guidance on Preemption Operation 

The Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) defines preemption as the transfer 
of normal operation of a traffic control signal to a special control mode of operation [2]. 
Preemption control gives the right of way to specified classes of vehicles such as trains, boats, 
emergency vehicles, and light rail transit [2-4]. Preemption control for trains is used to prevent 
crashes between trains and queued vehicles at crossings. MUTCD provides guidance for traffic 
control signals at or near HRGCs, stating that the traffic control signal should have a preemption 
option if an HRGC is equipped with a flashing-light signal system and is located within 200 feet 
of an intersection controlled by a traffic control signal. If the signalized intersection is located 
farther than 200 feet from the HRGC, coordination with the flashing-light signal system, queue 
detection, or other alternatives should be considered. Most traffic signal control manuals and 
guidebooks follow this MUTCD guidance for preemption operation. More guidelines about 
preemption operation are introduced in the Results section of this report. 

Preemption Studies 

Preemption operations at HRGCs promote safety by giving the right of way to trains, but such 
operations can increase the delay on the highway by interrupting normal traffic operations. Some 
studies attempted to address this problem. Zhang et al. [5] developed the signal optimization 
under rail crossing safety constraints (SOURCAO) model for optimizing traffic network signals 
at HRGCs. This model used an inference engine to choose a preemption phase sequence that 
promoted grade crossing safety. A neural network and sequential quadratic programming (SQP) 
algorithm were used to find the optimized phase length to minimize the total delay. The 
SOURCAO model decreased the average network delay by 13.8% and improved safety. 
However, in its calculation of safety improvement, the study used a problematic measure of 
unsafe time: the proportion of time during which the queued vehicles were on the link from the 
intersection to the grade crossing while the crossing was closed for railroad traffic. This time 
could be an unsafe situation if the queue is extended across a nearby rail crossing. This study 
also considered only the fixed-time traffic signal control. Cho and Rilett [6] developed an 
improved transition preemption strategy (ITPS) algorithm to overcome the limitations of 
standard preemption (SP) and the transition preemption strategy (TPS), such as not considering 
pedestrian and driver safety or the impact made on intersection operational efficiency by having 
only one detector with limited prediction capability. The ITPS algorithm provided more time to 
the blocked phases during the preemption mode than phases served during the preemption mode, 
thus improving the intersection performance and reducing truncations of the pedestrian clearance 
phase at the onset of preemption. This algorithm improved the safety with zero truncation of the 
pedestrian clearance phase. The delay also decreased by 5.4% compared to the delay for both the 
SP and TPS algorithms.  
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Bullock et al. [7] investigated track clearance performance measures from fixed 15-
second, fixed 20-second, and extensible track clearance green times at railroad-preempted 
intersections. This study measured the preemption trap performance by counting how often a 
track clearance green phase failed to completely clear the link between the tracks and the 
intersection during a preemption event. The number of opportunities for a preemption trap to 
occur was reduced from 33 to 3 when the fixed track clearance interval was increased from 15 to 
20 seconds. The opportunities for a preemption trap to occur were 0 when the extensible track 
clearance interval was used. However, this study did not consider the traffic delay, though the 
delay increased as the track clearance interval increased. This study also measured a preemption 
trap performance that counted how often track clearance green phases failed to completely clear 
all queued vehicles between the intersection and track during a preemption event. Bullock et al. 
[8] also introduced a methodology to prioritize un-preempted signalized intersections near 
HRGCs for interconnecting with a railroad. This methodology used the queue margin from clear 
storage distance and the estimated queue length. The methodology recommended railroad 
preemption for high-ranked intersections. However, the study used only one value for vehicle 
length to estimate the queue length, and it assumed the estimated queue length depended only on 
cycle length. 

Genetic Algorithm 

Genetic algorithms (GA) are widely used to solve various transportation problems such as traffic 
signal optimization, routing, and scheduling. Kim et al. [9] used a GA to determine optimal 
sensor locations for the accurate estimation of travel time on a freeway. The study used a GA 
with VISSIM, a microscopic simulation model, to estimate travel time from selected sensor 
locations. This approach estimated average travel time with errors within 10% and performed 
better than the conventional approach that used fixed-point sensors. Stevanovic et al. [10] 
presented a VISSIM-based GA Optimization of Signal Timings (VISGAOST) model. The 
VISGAOST model was tested to optimize four basic signal timing parameters on two VISSIM 
networks. Timing plans optimized by the GA reduced delays and stops by at least 5% compared 
to the best Synchro plans. Yang and Benekohal [11] considered both vehicle and pedestrian 
delays at an isolated intersection and developed a GA optimization procedure to optimize signal 
timings by minimizing the total user time. The GA found suitable signal plans and generated 
contour diagrams to determine appropriate pedestrian crossing phases. However, this study did 
not consider pedestrian safety. 

Though most preemption studies aim to decrease delay and improve safety, they often 
focus on reducing delay without taking appropriate measures to improve safety. The drawback of 
this state of the practice is that optimal plans are determined without taking the preemption 
operation into account. This may lead to non-optimal performance as the operations of these 
optimized plans will be distorted by preemption. During the current study, the preemption is 
taken into account during the optimization process itself by embedding the preempted operation 
into the objective function calculations using GA-based signal optimization.  
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This report is organized as follows: The objectives and approach of this study are 
presented in the next section. The GA-based signal optimization approach is explained in the 
Methodology section, including selection of the study site, construction of the VISSIM network, 
and parameters selection for the GA. The improvements in delay and safety resulting from GA-
based optimal preemption signal plans are evaluated and compared to signal timing plans 
optimized with Vistro, which is a state-of-the-art model to optimize the signal timing plan.   

STUDY APPROACH 

This study has two objectives: 1) Promote HRGC safety and 2) Reduce highway traffic delay. 
The methodological approach for addressing these objectives comprises two steps. The first step 
(safety) is to find preemption phase sequences for the study area that prevent the queue from 
backing on to the HRGC. The second step (delay) is to develop a GA framework to find the 
optimized signal phase lengths for reducing highway traffic delay. 

Microscopic traffic simulation models are widely used in the transportation field because 
they can simulate real-world conditions such as delays, speeds, travel times, queues, and flows. 
This study used the VISSIM model to represent preemption control and to evaluate the impact of 
preemption control on the highway network. VISSIM can model actuated signal control with any 
types of special features such as transit priority or railroad or emergency vehicle preemption [12]. 
VISSIM is a useful tool for evaluating various alternatives for new project based on 
transportation engineering and planning measures of effectiveness. It can also analyze traffic and 
transit operations under such constraints as lane configuration, traffic composition, traffic signals, 
and transit stops. The GA is used to optimize the lengths of each signal phase.  

Signal timing optimization models such as Vistro, PASSER, Synchro, and TRANSYT-7F 
are widely used to improve the performance of a signal. These programs can optimize various 
variables for the signal timing plan, including the cycle length, offsets, phase lengths, and 
sequences, usually to minimize delay. VISSIM can use these optimal signal timing plans for 
normal operations. However, current traffic signal timing optimization models do not optimize 
preemption control. This study uses the GA to optimize the preemption phase sequence and 
lengths to simultaneously improve delay and safety. The GA approach was developed to solve 
both constrained and unconstrained optimization problems, and it has been used to solve various 
complex transportation problems. For this study, maximum green times for each signal phase are 
optimized to minimize the impact of preemption on highway traffic congestion.     

METHODOLGY 

Selection of the Study Area 

The study team reviewed HRGCs in cities in Virginia to choose the study area. HRGC inventory 
and crash data, including the number of crashes, fatalities, injuries, and vehicle property damage, 
were collected from HRGC inventory and crash and incident reports by the Federal Railroad 
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Administration (FRA) [13]. The FRA Web Accident Prediction System (WBAPS) was also used 
to rank or identify potential high-crash crossings [14]. WBAPS uses two independent factors to 
evaluate the hazardousness of crossings: 1) The physical/operating characteristics of the crossing 
and 2) Five years of accident history data at the crossing. One HRGC on Broad Rock Boulevard 
in the city of Richmond was selected as the study site (see Figure 2). As of April 2012, 
Richmond had the greatest number (523) of HRGCs among cities in Virginia. WBAPS ranked 
the selected HRGC, and 10 crashes have occurred at this site since 1990 (see Table 1). Also, this 
intersection is not currently preempted with the crossing.  

Table 1: Accident History of the Study Site 

Crossing 
ID No. 

Number of 
Accidents 

Date 
Number of Killed 

Persons 
Number of Injured 

Persons 
Vehicle Property 

Damage ($) 

623668M 10 

08/05/11 0 1 2,498  
08/23/09 0 0 10,000  
05/10/09 0 0 3,000  
06/28/08 0 0 5,000  
04/28/07 0 0 600  
10/12/05 0 0 6,500  
09/10/05 0 0 6,500  
10/11/03 0 0 0  
01/15/00 0 0 3,000  
11/18/94 1 0 1,500  

 

 

Figure 2: Study area 
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Constructing the VISSIM Network 

VISSIM requires various types of input data: geometric data (number of lanes, lengths), demand 
data (entry, turning, and train volumes), and control data (signal control, signs). The geometric 
data were obtained from Google Earth (Figure 2), and entry volumes for peak time were 
estimated from the 2012 average daily traffic volumes reported by the Virginia Department of 
Transportation [15]. The research team also collected turning volumes and control data from 
intersection-turning movement counts and traffic plan reports by the City of Richmond. The 
annual WBAPS report for 2012 [14] provides train data, including volumes and speed. The 
VISSIM network was created using existing input data and signal plans, including a designed 
preemption control plan that was coded into the Ring Barrier Controller (RBC).   

Initializing the GA 

Starting the GA requires the initial population of maximum green times to determine the lengths 
of each signal phase under preemption control. Each signal phase has lower and upper bounds 
for maximum green time, and the initial population was randomly generated at one-second 
intervals within both bounds. The total number of individual chromosomes equals the given 
number of populations in the GA. 

Updating the Signal Controller 

VISSIM users can create signal timing plans for both normal and preemption operations in RBC. 
The network is operated with normal operation, and then preemption operation is initiated once a 
train is identified at a check-in detector. The initial, randomly generated chromosomes are 
imported to RBC via MATLAB script. The RBC file for an individual chromosome is updated 
and saved to run on VISSIM. All individuals for maximum green time in newly populated 
generations are also imported to update the signal controller, as shown in Figure 3. 

Running VISSIM through VISSIM COM Interface 

Each updated signal controller is used to run VISSIM to evaluate each individual solution. This 
study used the component object model (COM) interface from MATLAB script to control the 
VISSIM model, such as when running, changing parameters, and exporting simulation outputs. 
Transportation projects can have manifold scenarios and must be analyzed through a 
comprehensive process. Many researchers are using programming environments such as Visual 
C++, VBA, or MATLAB to handle large data and to apply external algorithms. It is also possible 
to connect VISSIM with the external programming environment through the COM interface [16].  

Evaluating Results 

Both network delay and average queue length on the link between the intersection and the 
HRGC were used to evaluate each individual solution at every GA generation (solution iteration) 
as the object function in GA. The network delay during one peak hour was estimated from the 
network performance evaluation in VISSIM. Queue lengths were measured by queue counters in 
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VISSIM at the arrival of every train at the HRGC. It was assumed that three trains passed 
through the study area during the peak hour. The maximum queue length was also used to count 
the number of crashes, which is the measure of improvement of HRGC safety. The “number of 
crashes” term in this study refers to the number of instances when the maximum queue length 
was greater than 300 feet (i.e., the distance between the intersection and crossing used to store 
queued vehicles).    

 

Figure 3: Study flow chart 

Termination Criteria  

The GA in this study can be terminated by two independent criteria. The first criterion is that the 
GA runs until the cumulative change in the objective function for 20 consecutive generations is 
less than 1%. The second criterion is that the number of generations reaches a given maximum.   

Generation of New Population 

If, after evaluation, the termination criteria are not satisfied, the GA generates a new population 
for the next generation according to three rules. The first rule is elitism: The best individual from 
the previous generation is preserved without change and carried over to the next generation. This 
study preserved the two best individuals from the previous generation. By the elitism rule, the 
current best individual will be the optimal solution if the population of this generation is satisfied 
with the above termination criteria. This study used the uniform crossover and 10% of the 
mutation rate to make a new population for the next generation as the second rule. The final rule 
is the mutation and it is used to avoid becoming trapped in a local optimum solution. 
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RESULTS 

Preemption Phase Sequence 

The preemption phase sequence comprises five steps: a) Entry into preemption, b) Termination 
of the current phases, c) Track clearance phase, d) Preemption hold phase, and e) Return to 
normal operation [17]. The signal control enters into preemption control once the approaching 
train is identified by the check-in detector. The current phases should be terminated by the start 
of preemption control if they conflict with the track clearance phase. They will be extended if the 
current phase is the same as the track clearance phase. Minimum green and pedestrian clearance 
times can be truncated to quickly terminate the current phases. However, the right-of-way 
transfer time is required to terminate the current conflicted phases by providing required 
clearance intervals under normal operation, such as the yellow and all-red intervals. 

The track clearance phase is served once the current phases are terminated to clear queues 
on the link between the intersection and the HRGC. The length of the track clearance phase is 
determined by the geometric condition of the site (i.e., the distance [clear storage distance] of the 
link between the intersection and the HRGC and the minimum track clearance distance with the 
design vehicle clearance distance [18]). MUTCD defines this phase length as the time required 
for the design vehicle of maximum length stopped just inside the minimum track clearance 
distance to start moving through and clear the entire minimum track clearance distance [2]. Some 
studies have used the maximum number of queued vehicles or queue lengths to calculate track 
clearance phase length. This study used the geometric condition to control safety, though using 
the maximum queue lengths to calculate the track clearance phase length can reduce the 
preemption impact on congestion when the queue length is small and does not reach the HRGC.  

Following the track clearance phase is the hold phase during which the train is near or in 
the HRGC. The hold phase allows traffic movement that does not conflict with train movement. 
Finally, the exit phase is served to return to normal operation after the train has passed the 
crossing.  

Table 2 represents signal phase sequences for normal and preemption operations. As 
stated, the intersection of this study area is not preempted, and it currently uses a normal signal 
phase sequence when the train passes the crossing (Table 2). The only traffic control features at 
the crossing are the typical gates and flashers, and they do not interconnect with the intersection. 
The research team found two cases for preemption phase sequences for the study area, which has 
a three-way intersection. As shown in Table 2, a northbound through phase must be selected for 
the track clearance phase to clear queues on the link between the intersection and the HRGC. An 
eastbound, left-turn phase was selected for the hold phase because this is the only phase that does 
not conflict with train movement. Two alternative phases exist for the exit phase, and each 
alternative was selected for each case under preemption control.  
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Table 2: Signal Phase Sequences for Normal and Preemption Operations 

Operation Scenario Phases* 

Preemption 

 Track clearance phase Hold phase Exit phase 

Case 1 
   

Case 2 
   

Normal  

1 2 3 

   

* All phases permit right turn on red (RTOR). 

 

Optimization of Signal Phase Length 

After the preemption phase sequences are decided, the next step is to optimize the signal phase 
lengths. The GA optimizes the maximum green times for all phases to find the optimal signal 
phase lengths. The maximum green times are applied to both normal and preemption operations 
as these operations use the same maximum green times in the RBC. There are a total of five 
scenarios in this report. The first scenario is “No preemption Vistro,” which uses the optimal 
signal timing plan from Vistro for each traffic demand in Table 3 and is not preempted with the 
crossing. The “No preemption Vistro” scenario is used to verify that preemption operation can 
improve safety. The next two scenarios are “Cases 1 and 2 Vistro” that use the same signal 
timing plan as the “No preemption Vistro scenario” and are preempted with the crossing. The 
final two scenarios—“Cases 1 and 2 GASOPS”—use the optimal signal timing plan from the 
proposed approach for each demand and random seed of VISSIM. The “Cases 1 and 2 GASOPS” 
scenarios are also preempted with the crossing. Vistro is used to create the optimal signal timing 
plans for three different traffic demands. Vistro is a state-of-the-art model developed by PTV (a 
company developed VISSM) to optimize the signal timing plan of normal operation [19]. Vistro 
was selected to optimize the signal timing plan of a three-way intersection for the normal 
operation (the most ideal approach for optimizing signal plans given the conditions) and was 
evaluated using VISSIM.  

Each of the five scenarios in Table 4 was evaluated using three different traffic demands 
to investigate the impact of preemption on highway congestion. Most studies have used a 
proportion of traffic demand change as low as 10% or 20%. However, this study considered high 
proportions of demand change because this study is determining the future need for preemption 
given an anticipated significant increase in traffic. The intersection is not currently preempted 
because of low traffic, as shown in Table 4. The delays of all scenarios with Demand 1 are also 
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too low in Table 4. The resulting delay of just 10 to 12 seconds per vehicle means this 
intersection is operating at level of service (LOS) B (i.e., stable flow with slight delays), 
according to the LOS criteria for signalized intersections found in the Highway Capacity Manual 
(HCM) [20].  

Table 3: Entry Volumes of Traffic Volume Demand 

Demand 
Entry Volume (veh./hr.) 

Southbound Westbound Northbound 
Demand 1 838 300 691 
Demand 2 1257 450 1037 
Demand 3 1676 600 1382 

Table 4 represents the objective functions of the average network delay and queue length 
from the optimal solutions produced by the GA for each scenario. Results show that preemption 
operation improves safety because queue lengths in all “Cases 1 and 2 Vistro” scenarios are less 
than the “No preemption Vistro” scenario. All queue lengths in the “Cases 1 and 2 Vistro” 
scenarios are 0, even when the demand is doubled. All queued vehicles on the link are cleared 
during the track clearance phase of preemption operation. All “Cases 1 and 2 GASOPS” 
scenarios also have no queue lengths because of the operating preemption signal in RBC. By 
contrast, the possibility of collision between trains and queued vehicles in the “No preemption 
Vistro” scenario continuously increases with increasing demand. In the “No preemption Vistro” 
scenario, the maximum queue length increases from 35 to 101 feet. A crash can occur if the 
maximum queue length is more than 300 feet (i.e., the distance between the intersection and the 
crossing that can store queued vehicles). 

Table 4: Delay and Safety Objective Functions of Scenarios 

Demand Sequence Model 
Delay (sec./veh.) Safety 

Mean SD Queue length (ft.) 

Demand 1 

No preemption Vistro 11.5 0.22 3.9 (35*) 

Case 1 
Vistro 11.6 0.23 0 

GASOPS 10.3 0.07 0 

Case 2 
Vistro 11.6 0.06 0 

GASOPS 10.3 0.13 0 

Demand 2 

No preemption Vistro 15.3 0.15 21.8 (101*) 

Case 1 
Vistro 15.9 0.56 0 

GASOPS 13.2 0.49 0 

Case 2 
Vistro 15.4 0.21 0 

GASOPS 13.1 0.30 0 

Demand 3 

No preemption Vistro 22.0 1.30 36.3 (99*) 

Case 1 
Vistro 23.0 0.70 0 

GASOPS 20.4 0.25 0 

Case 2 
Vistro 22.5 0.92 0 

GASOPS 20.3 0.61 0 
* Maximum queue lengths when the train arrives at the HRGC. 
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Results also indicate that the GASOPS model reduces delay for the preempted signal, 
despite the conventional preemption operation showing increased delays under preemption 
operation. As shown in Figure 4, all delays in the “Cases 1 and 2 Vistro” scenarios are greater 
than those experienced in the “No preemption Vistro” scenario. This is because preemption 
operation interrupts normal operation. Preemption operation increases delay, although it 
improves safety. However, Figure 4 also illustrates that all delays experienced in the “Cases 1 
and 2 GASOPS” scenarios are lower than those of the “No preemption Vistro” scenario and 
improve safety. The GASOPS model, therefore, is more efficient for minimizing the delay for 
preempted signals. Vistro and other existing optimization models can ideally optimize normal 
operation, but the GASOPS model simultaneously optimizes both normal and preemption 
operations.    

 

Figure 4: Comparison of average network delay with standard deviation 
 
All delays occurring across all demand conditions in the “Cases 1 and 2 GASOPS” 

scenarios are lower than those of the “Cases 1 and 2 Vistro” scenarios, as shown in Figure 4. In 
Demand 1, delays experienced in the “Cases 1 and 2 GASOPS” scenarios are all 11.2% less than 
delays in the “Cases 1 and 2 Vistro” scenarios. In Demand 2, the GASOPS scenarios are more 
efficient than Vistro (i.e., delays in the “Cases 1 and 2 GASOPS” scenarios are 17.0% and 14.9% 
lower than delays in the Vistro scenarios, respectively). In Demand 3, delays in the “Cases 1 and 
2 GASOPS” scenarios are lower than delays in the Vistro scenarios by 11.3% and 9.8%, 
respectively. Most standard deviations of GASOPS scenarios are lower than those of Vistro in all 
demand cases because GASOPS scenarios use the individual optimized phase lengths for each 
scenario with different random seeds. However, all Vistro scenarios used one set of signal timing 
plans for different random seeds. It is difficult to conclude which preemption phase sequence 
used between Case 1 and Case 2 is more efficient because both GASOPS cases have similar 
delays. The preemption phase sequence used in Case 2 for Vistro is more efficient than Case 1.
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Figure 5 shows the GA-based optimization convergences for all scenarios in Demand 2 
and random seed 92. Each Vistro scenario has only one value because its signal timing plan is 
optimized by Vistro, not GA. The objective function in this study is the sum of the delay and 
average queue length computed in VISSIM. However, the objective function of all scenarios is 
the delay because the average queue lengths of all scenarios are 0, as shown in Table 4. When 
comparing each scenario, only the delay is used. The objective functions of the “Cases 1 and 2 
Vistro” are 15.9 and 15.4, respectively. As stated, the GA preserves the two best individuals 
from the previous generation and uses them in the next generation. Figure 5 plots the best 
individual at every generation. The “Cases 1 and 2 GASOPS” scenarios converge into the 
minimum objective function through 40 generations. The delay for the “Case 1 GASOPS” 
scenario begins at 15 seconds per vehicle and converges at 13.5 seconds per vehicle at the 20th 
generation. The delay for the “Case 2 GASOPS” scenario begins at 13.8 seconds per vehicle and 
converges at 13.1 seconds per vehicle at the 23rd generation. The “Case 2 GASOPS” scenario has 
the least network delay in the Demand 2 condition, as shown in Figure 4.     

 

Figure 5: GA-based optimization convergences with Demand 2 and random seed 92 

Contour plots are usually used to identify the optimal values of two parameters [21]. 
VISSIM computes objective functions for each pair of the best solution candidates from each 
generation, and it charts them in a contour plot to identify the value pairs that produce the 
smallest objective function. Figure 6 shows an example contour plot from the preemption phase 
sequence in Case 1, although the GASOPS model optimizes four phases. The hold and exit 
phases in the preemption operation are optimized, although the length of the track clearance 
phase is fixed, as stated. The best optimal solution of Case 1 GASOPS with Demand 2 and 
random seed 92 is when the hold and exit phase lengths are 8 and 11 seconds, respectively. The 
plot shows that the exit phase length is a more significant factor because the objective functions 
are small when the exit phase length is between 10 and 12 seconds. 
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Figure 6: Contour plot of Case 1 GASOPS with Demand 2 and random seed 92 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

This report presents a GASOPS model to improve safety and reduce highway traffic delay for 
preempted signal operations at HRGCs. After finding preemption phase sequences for the study 
area, a GA was developed to determine the optimized signal phase lengths for reducing highway 
traffic delay and preventing the queue from backing on to the HRGC. Results show that the 
GASOPS model is more efficient for minimizing delay for preempted signals than normal 
optimal plans. This optimization approach reduces the delay by a maximum of 17%. The 
GASOPS model simultaneously optimizes signal timing plans for both normal and preempted 
operations; current signal optimization models can optimize for only normal operations. The 
GASOPS model also improves safety as all queue lengths in the GASOPS scenarios are 0, even 
during high traffic demand due to the preemption operation. This approach will be useful when 
designing and improving preemption operations for signalized intersections near HRGCs. 

Future research should consider a four-way intersection because there are more 
combinations of preemption phase sequences available than at the three-way intersection used 
during this study. Future research should also consider flexible or extensible track clearance 
phases, which can increase operational efficiency by providing the minimum track clearance 
phase length according to the current queue length when a train is approaching. The pedestrian 
clearance interval should also be considered during future research endeavors.  
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